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Portable Drnlln� Mac
·
hlue!!. 

'In all machine construction, much time and labor are 
wasted in drilling holes by hand, for the want of a practical 
machine driven by_powpr, which would do the work. Our 
ilIllstration represents three sizes of portable drilling ma
chi!les, manufactured py Thorne and De Haven, of Phila. 
delphia, which .f�jU, tl,u,� CQl1ditil�ns reqlJil!ed .of.,atool for' 
tbis plirp�se. Th,e:)!cmn be �d te the wor� �.lJe dril;led, 
as easily as a ratchet b�ce, �1tD., be ,rig€led ,up .for hand drill
ing, and can be driven by'ppwerJn any,.piJ$ition, at any dis
tance, and in any direction frQlll ihe��vil)g apparatus. 

Tarred rope is used for 
transmitting the 'power"and 
is J-ound to be preferable in 
ev.ery respect to a round 
leather belt. 

The operatioli is as fQ�
lows: The power is 'tt'aus
mitted, to the fast and loose 
pulleys on the cOuntel'8haft, 
by means of a flat belt from 
the line shatt, in� the usual 
w!LY. On the otber end of 
the countershatt i&agroovfd 
pu.lley, whitlh. ·giv-es- :mO:: 
tio�,to the rope which driv.es 
the drilling- niabliine:' ,The 
pulling side of this rope 
passes under a'iddler Pllll\!y 
held in a frame wbich rD. 
tates on Ii hollow stud, 
through which the rdpe 
passes. The ,rotation 01 
this frame permits the rope 
to be led in any direction to 
the d,rill. A weighted idler 
is hung on the slack side of 
the belt, maintaining the 
tension and permitting the 
distance of the <tillliug �!l
chIne to be vari�d' at �ilr 
A weight of only 25 pounds 
hung there will prevent the 
rope-from slipping on the 
pulleys when drilling a two 
and a half inch hole, in the 
solid, with an ordinary feed. 
When the rise and fall of 
this weighted idler does not 
give sufficient distance, ad-

, ditional lengths of rope can 
be inserted by means of the 
couplings used. 

All the features of the 
machine are shown in the 
engraving. The hight of 
the post can be altered to 
suit different lengths of 
drills and chucks used in 
the spindle, The radial arm 
is traveled by a screw and 
;rotated, on the post, by a 
worm and tangent wheel, 
giving great accuracy of ad, 
justment and permitting 
this adjustment without the 
necessity of removing the 
rope from the cone pulley. 
The frame carrying the 
spindle, gears, and cone 
pulley can be rotated so as 
to bring this pulley in line 
for the rope, in whatever 
position the machine may 
be. By removing a collar from the bottom of this frame, as 
shown in the central figure, the spindle Cdn be set to an 
angle, with the base of the machine, in any direction. By 

. holding the post in the clamp bearing on the �ide of the 
base, the machine will drill parallel to the base. 

Bot.h the driving apparatus and the drilling machine have 
been patented in this country and abroad. Any further in
formation can be had by addreesing Thorne & De Haven, 
23d and Cherry streets, Philadelphia, Pa" or J, Austin & 
Co, general agents, 168 Fulton street, New York. 

_ .•. -
Bone Dust a8 a Ferlllizer. 

The question is Qiten asked whether boiled bones are 
worth less, and how much less valuable they are, than those 
containing the grease. Grease i� of no value as a fertilizer, 
and its removal cannot diminish the cash value of the bones' 
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The grease may even lessen their value, in so far as bones In making the s�perphoBphate, the bone !lust is pilild np in 
containing it are less rapidly decomposed. " a heap, and 30 to 40 pounds of, sulphuric !¥lid added tQ each 

There iS,a great difference in bon� dust; the finer it is"the hundred weight. A h,ole is �ade intb,e top of, t�epile, and 
ea�ier it becomes active. According to experiment, ,StlJamed the acid mixed with its weight of water poured in from thp,a 
and very finely ground bone dust is almost f:ntirely decom- to lime, and the :whole aj;l �ugblymim, 4S po.:osil:\l.e. The 
pose'd in a few months, while coarse, raw bone dust has de- heap w theD cov.� '!��, ... � � � �-.�,De 1UJ:OO .• 

composed but. slightly in ye ars, ao that it is in thi; �espect . or at)east for a few iIlays, then' mixed' witli 'earth and ap
very like wool and. leather. On thi� account a very fine bone plied.-Jou'l"lUlloj AppliedOhemistry. 
dust has a considerably higher cash valua'than the coarse. 

WhilD to use bone dust depends not only on the plants but 
also on the �oi1. Bone dus.t contains phosphates and nitro-

PORTABLE DRILLING MACHINE. 
gen, both of which are necessary for the growth of all 
plants j so wherever these are wanting in soil, bone dust can 
be used to advantage. It isnot judiCiOUS to employ bone dust 
or othe,r insoluble organic substances in soils which already 
contain vegetable remains, as, for instance, in boggy _and 
marshy ground, for we may safely assume that in such soils 
organic matter decomposes :mly very slowly, or not at all. In 
practice, bone dust is used on grain and on dry, not marshy, 
meadows, and especially on potatoes, since by manuring in 
the hill a smaller quantity of fertilizer accomplishes a more 
con�iderabJe result. 

The method oe applying bone dust is either to mix it with 
other manure, or sow it broadcast on the field and plow it 
(for grain). pr manure in the hill (for potato€ s,corn and beets); 
Jr it is mix€d with sulphuric acid, and the superphosphate 
thus prepared is used in one of the above mentioned waYR. 
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ludlum, the Last, N eur Metal. 

Indium was first recognized in 1863, by Drs. Reich and 
1lichter, in the ,zi'uc blende 
of F�eiberg'in Saxony, arid 
by \'Saso.n of the very char
acteristie spectrum afford. 
ed, which consisted of two 
bright blue or indigo 
bands, the brightest of 
them somewhat more re' 

frangible than �he 1?lue line 
of strontium,-and the other 
of them somewhat less re
frangible .- tl,lan .the indigo 
line of pot\l;/lsiu�. Since 
its first discovery, indium 
has beeu,recognized in ,one 
o� two varieties of 'wolfram, 
and as a not unfrequent 

,constituent of �inc' ores, 
and of the metal· obtained 
th�refrom, but always in a 
very minute proportion. 
Indeed, indium would ap
pear to. be an exceedingly 
rare element, far more rare 
than its immediate prede· 
cessora in period o.f: discov
ery. 'Its chief source is 
metallic zinc-that of Frei
berg, smelted from the ore 
in which indium was first 
discovered, containing very 
nearly one half part of in
dium per 1,000 palts of 
zinc. A considerable q uan' 
tity of indium extracted 
from this zinc was shown 
in the Pat'is Exhibition of 
1867 j and an ingot frufL the 
Freil erg Museum, weigh. 
ing 200 grammes, or over 7 
ounces, has within the last 
few days been kindly for
",'arded by Dr. Richtel' him
self, for' inspection on the 
present occasion. To Dr. 
Schuchardt, of Goerlitz, 
also, the members of the 
Institution are indebted for 
his loan of nearly sixty 
grammes of metallic indi
um, and of fine specimens 
of other rare chemical pro
ducts, prepared with his 
well known skill, in a state 
of great purity and beauty. 

When zinc containing in
dium io dissolved, not quite 

_ completely, in dilute sul
phuric or muriatic acid, the 
whole of the indium origi· 
nally present in the zinc is 
Ie I t in the black spongy or 
flocculent resid ue of undis

solved metal, with which every one who has prepared hydro. 
gen gas by means of zinc and acid is so well acquainted. Be
sides some zinc, this black residue is four,d to contain lead, 
cadmium, iron, and arsenic, less frequently copper and thal
lium, and in some cases, as that of the Freiberg zinc, a small 
proportion of indium. From the solution of this residue in 
nitric acid, the indium is separated by ordinary analytical 
proceeees, based chiefly on the precipitability of its sulphide 
by sulphuretted hydrogen from solutions aci dulated only 
with acetio acid, and on the precipitability of its hydrate 
both by ammonia and carbonate of barium. From its solu
ble salts, metallic indium is readily thrown down in the 
spongy state by means of zinc. The washed sponge of metal 
is then pressed together between filtering paper, by aid of a 
screw press, and finally melted under a flux of cyanide of 
potassium. 
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Thus obtained, indium is a metal of an almost silver white 

color, apt to become faiEtly bismuth tinted. It tarnishes 
slowly on exposure to air, and thereby acquires very much 
the appearance of ordinary lead. Like lead, it is compact 
and seemingly devoid of crystalline structure. Moreover, 
like lead and thallium, it is exceedingly soft, and readily CI1-
pable of furnishing wire, by the process of "squirting" or 
forcing. The specific gravity of indium, or 7'4, is very close 
to that of tin, or 7'2, and much above that of aluminium, 
2'6, and below that of lead, 11'4, and that of thallium, 11'9. 
In the lowness of its melting point, namely, 176° C., indium 
occupies an extreme position among the metals permanent in 
air, the next most fusible of these metals, namely, tin and 
cadlIlium, melting at 228°; bismuth at 264°; thallium at 294°; 
and lead at 235°. Though so readily fusible, indium is not 
an especially volatile metal. It is appreciably less volatile 
than the zinc in which it occurs, and far less volatile than 
cadmium. Heated as far as practicable in a glass tube, it is 
incapable of being raised to a temperature sufficiently high 
to allow of its being vaporized, even in a current of hydro· 
gen. 

Indium resists oxidation up to a temperature somewhat be
yond its melting point, but at much higher temperature it 
oxidizes freely; and at a red heat, it takes fire in the air, 
burning with a characteristic blue flame and abundant brown
ish smoke. It is readily attacked by nitric acid, and by strong 
sulphuric and muriatic acids. In diluted sulphuric a/Jd mu
riatic acids, however, it dissolves but slowly, with evolution 
of hydrogen. Oxide of iudium is a pale yellow powder, be
coming darker when heated, and dissolving in acids with 
evolution or heat. The hydrated oxide is thrown down from 
indium solutions by ammonia, as a white, gelatinous, alum
ina-like precipitate, drying up into a horny mass. The sul
phide is thrown down by sulphuretted hydrogen as an orange 
yellow precipitate, insoluble in acetic but soluble in mineral 
acids. The hydrate and sulphide of indium, in their rela
tions to fixed alkali solutions more particularly, seem to 
manifest a feebly marked acidulous character. Chloride of 
indium, obtained by combustion of the metal in chlorine gas, 
occurs as Ii white micaceous sublimate, and is volatile at a 
red heat, without previous fusion. Tlre chloride itself un
dergoes decomposition when heated in free air, and the solu
tion of the chloride does so upon brisk evaporation, with for
mationin both cases of an oxichlotide. 

But the chief point of chemical interest with regard to 
any newly discovered element, and consequently with regard 
to indium, is the establishment of its atonic weight; which, 
in the case of a metallic element, is based primarily upon 
the determination of the ratio in which it combines with 
oxygen and chlorine. In C13, the atomic weight of indium is 
US·5.-Lecture by Professor OdZing, in Mechanicil Magazine. 

_ .•.. 
The Eye. 

There is no optical instrument maker who does not suc
ceed in constructing an apparatus much more perfect in 
many poin,ts than the eye-that marvellous organ, which we 
are inclined to regard as the masterpiece of vital and organic 
architecture, on account of the great service it renders to 
IIl.an. 

This sense of sight, which is so far reaching that it gives 
us the power to penetrate infinite space and apprehend the 
universe, at the same time makes us familiar with the mi
nutest objects: this sense, which is the freest and most un
cireumscribcd in its actions-for our sense of touch is limited 
by the length of our arms, hearing to a few thousand feet, 
the senses of smell and taste having sLilI greater limitations
this sense, I say, acts through an agent apparently so imper. 
fectly adapted to its purpose, that recent investigations 
stand amazed at the idea how by it we receive any intellig i
ble impressions. That we do is an evidpnce of the independ
ence of the mind, and its power to make useful these neces
sary and imperfect means contact with the outer world, and 
proves the necessity of educating this sense to quick and 
precise perceptions in order to correct its faults and perfect 
the work which Nature has designedly left imperfect. 

'rhe eye has the defect of what in physics is called the 
" aberration of sphericity;" that is, the rays that pass through 
the center of a lens have a common focus, but rays which 
pass a certain distance from the center do not converge at 
the same point, but pass beyond. The nearer they come to 
the circumference, the greater the focal distance, if the lens 
is rigorously spherical. In good optical instruments, this de
fect is scarcely perceptible, the rays being centralized by 
flattening the lens. Again, the eye is not spherical, but has 
all elliptical ClLrve. This was for some time thou5"ht to be 
an advantage, but the contrary is the truth. ;\nd this curve 
is not even well" centered," that is, placed symmetrically to 
the visual axis like a lens, but is changed and twisted in 
every direction. From this results what has been called the 
" asti<rruatism" of the eye, which consists in not being able 
to se: at the'same distance a vertical line with the fame dis
tinctness as one that is horiwmtal. This recently discovered 
phenomenon has attracted the attention of all oculists, as it 
sometimes �onstitutes a real disease of the eye. Again, the 
retina of the eye has spots where it is entirely blind to im
pressions of light. But is this eye, which is unsymmetrical, 
l>auly centered, blind in spots, at least perfectly translucid? 
Not at all. The cornea and crystaline lens of the eye are 
aro not absolutely limpid, as appears when examined 
through an intense blue or violet light, which renders it 
fluorescent. This phenomenon is due to the traces of a sub 
tance analogous to quinine, a body which possesses in the 
highest degree the property of fluorescence, that is, of emit
ting a light of its own, under the excitement of blue or violet 
lig li ts. The crystaline lens, itself, is not of a homogeneous 
composition, but has a crystaline �tl'u.ctuIe of six branches. 

This is the cause of the stars appearing to us with rays. All 
attempts to explain this phenomenon were vain, until it was 
found to be in the visual organ itself. It is for this reason 
that the crescent of the moon, when it is very thin, seems to 
be double or triple to some persons. 

These facts are enough to show to any one how prone the 
untrained eye must be to error and self deception, and that �ee
ing is not a physical but a mental act. In infancy, the eye 
is aided by the hands or touch to acquire experience of the 
nature and consistency of things; later in life, the eye as· 
serts its superiority by instructing the hands to perform in
genious and cunning work. The two senses seem thus to 
continue mutually to assist and act upon each other. Touch 
lends to sight material aid and support. The eye refines and 
gives intelligence to the material sense of touch, so that, 
when sight is wanting, touch takes its place and performs its 
duties. 

The eye in its direct and steady look embraces but a small 
compass of actual sight; in fact, we clearly see but a small 
point, which comes just in the focus of the eye; and it is 
owing to a quick vibratory movement of the -eye that we 
are able to see large extents apparently at the same time.
Professor John H. Niemeyer. 

_,.1. 

PATENT INFRINGEMENT CASES. 

United States Oircuit Oourt-Southern District of New York. 

Rubber Tip Pencil Company V8. S. D. Hovey et al. 
This was a suit in equity brought for an alleged infting-e. 

ment of the patent granted to J. B. Blair, July 23, 1867, for 
rubber heads for pencils. The nature of the patent and the 
facts are fully set forth in the opinion of the court. 
Benedict, Judge: 

This action is founded upon a patent for rubber heads for 
lead pencils, issued t<J J. B. Blair, dated July 23,1867, and 
numbered 66,938. The novelty of the invention and the va
lidity of the patent are put in issue. 

The proper construction of the patent is the question firet 
presented. The description, as given in the specification and 
claim, is as follows: The specification states the invention 
to be a new and useful cap or rubber head to be applied 
to lead pencils for the purpose of rubbing out pencil marks. 
It then describes it as follows: "The nature of the inven
tion is to be found in a new and useful improved rubber or 
erasive head for lead pencils, and consists in making the same 
head of any convenient external form, and forming a socket 
longitudinally in the same to receive oo.e end of a lead pen
cil or a tenon extending from it. * * * * The said head 
may have a flat top surface, or its top may beof a semicircu
lar or conical shape, or any other that may be desirable. 
Within one end of the same head, !form a cylindrical or other 
proper shaped cavity. This socket I usually make about two 
thirds through the head and axially thereof; but, if desira
ble, the socket or bore may extend entirely through the said 
head. The diameter of the socket should be a very little 
smaller than that of the pencil to be inserted in it. The 
elastic erasive head so made is to fit upon a lead pencil at o.r 
near one end thereof, and to be made so as to surround the 
part on which it is to be placed, and to be held thereon by 
the inherent elasticity of the material of which the head is 
to b'e composed." 

"The head is to be composed of india rubber, or india rub
ber and some other material which will increase the erasive 
properties, such as powdered emery for instance." 

The article is further described by drawings, which, the 
specification states, " exhibit the elastic head so made as to 
cover the end as well as to extend around the cylindrical 
sides of the pencil;. but it is evident that the contour of the 
said head may be varied to suit the fancy or taste of an art
ist or other person, and I do not limit my invention to the 
precise forms shown in the drawings, as it may have such 
or any other convenient for the purpose, so long as it is made 
so as to encompass the pencil and present any erasive surface 
about the sides of the same." 'fhe specification further 
states that the elastic or rubber pencil head, made as above 
set forth, may be applied not only to lead pencils, but to ink 
erasers and other articles of like "'character .. 

The claim is for" an e-lastic erasive pencil head made sub
stantially in manner as described." In considering the effect 
of this language, it is to be noticed that the invention is not 
stated to be a combination, but a single article of manufac
ture-namely. an elastic erasive pencil head. The peculiari
ty in this article, by reason of which the inventor supposes 
himself entitled to secure it as his own, is not stated to con
sist in its elasticity; that is a quality of the material to be 
used, which is india rubber. Nor does it consist in erasive 
capacity; that, also. is solely due to the material out of which 
the article is manufactured. 

An effort has been made to show that the erasive capacity 
of tho Blair head is increased by means of certain swells or 
projections on the sides of the head, which are p'lrtrayed in 
the drawings and supposed to be indicated in the specification 
as a feature of the invention claimed; but I find no language 
which can fairly be said to convey the idea that such swells 
or projections form a part of this invention. On the contrary, 
the description states that the heads may be of any conve
nient external form, and expressly declares that the inven
tiori is not limited to the precise forms shown in the drawings, 
but may have any convenient form" so long as it is made to 
encompass the pencil and present an erasive surface about 
the sides of the same." '1'he ph.rase last quoted from the 
specification discloses what is the real and only feature of 
the article in question upon which the right to it is based; 
and the characteristic is one of form, but not of what is called 
in the specification external form. 

The characteristic form which the inventor claims to 
have invented is, broadly, any form which will enable the 
rubber to encompass a pencil, ink eraser, or other article of 
like character. The additional words "and present an 
erasive surface about the sides of the same" add nothing to 
the description, as it is impossible to have a piece of rubber 
encompass a pencil, ink eraser, or other article of similar 
character without presenting an erasive surface about the 
sides of the same. From this form which the inventor 
gives to a piece of rubber-otherwise to be of any conven
ient form-and from this form alone, does the article de
rive its value, as distinguished from rubber in any other 
form. By means of this fo�m, any person is enabled easily 
to attach the rubber to a pencil, ink eraser, or other article 
of similar character, and the only useful result attained by 
the invention in question is that the head can be so easily 
"ttached to any pencil. 
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Now, what is it that accomplishes the useful result at
tained by the Blair pencil head? Simply the hole made in 
�h� rubber . . There must be a piece of rubber with a cavity 
m It !o constli;ute such a pencil head as Blair's specification 
descnbes, and there need be nothing more. The cavity may 
be round, square, or any other shape. It may go throiIgh or 
p.artly through. the piece of rubber, and it may be of all 
sl�es. The artlCle sou�ht to be secured by this patent, 
bnefly and yet, as I thmk, fully described consists there
fore, of a piece of india rubber with a hole in it. I a� una
ble to fix any other limitation to the invention by any fair 
use of the language employed in the specification and 
claim. 

Such an article cannot be the subject of a patent. The 
elastic and erasive properties of india rubber were known 
to all, and ga;re to that substance the names by which it is 
generally deSIgnated; and how to make a piece of rubber 
encompass and adhere to another article was known to 
every. person who ha� ever s�en a rubber shoe. No person 
lmowmg of the elastlC quahty of rubber could be wanting 
in the knowledge that a piece of rubber could be made to 
encompass and adhere to a pencil, ink eraser, or other arti
cle of similar character, by making a hole in it; nor could any 
one be deficient in the skill requisite to make such a hole. 

I am of the opinion, therefore, that the patent in question 
cannot be upheld for want of invention. 

This conviction, which I am unable to escape, renders it 
unnecessary for me to express any opinion upon the ques
tion of abandonment so largely discussed at the hearing, 
nor to determine whether the patent in question is for the 
same invention described by Joshua Gray in his application 
for a patent, and by o_thers who have been relied on by the 
defence as showing prior invention. 

A decree must be entered, dismissing the l;iill with costs. 
United States O ircuit Oourt-Northern District of New York.

Jacob E. Buerk VS. Dennis Valentine. 
This was a suit in equity on two patents for watchmen's 

time detectors. Judge Woodruff decides that both com
plainant's patents are valid, and that both were infringed by 
defendant, who imported time detectors and sold them in 
this country. The patented improvements (sometimes called 
by the trade watch clocks and watch control), are largely used 
in factories and public buildings, and enable the officers to 
have a check on the watchman. The watchman carries the 
detector with him in his circuit to the room� to be visited, 
and inserts a marking key fastened in the room, so as to 
mark a paper dial secured inside the detector. This is done 
at every room and station visited, a peculiar key being fas
tened at each place for that purpose. An inspection of the 
paper dial, at any time afterwards, will reveal the time and 
order of the visits. 

Decree awarding an injunction and account, as prayed in 
the bill. 

_ ..... -

Insect Wax of China. 

In China, prior to the thirteenth century, beeswax was em
ployed as a coating for candles; but about that period the 
white wax insect was discovered; since which time that arti. 
cle has been w1011y superseded by the more costly but in
comparably superior product of this insect. The animal 
feeds on an evergreen shrub or tree (Ligustru.m Unidum) 
which is found thlOughou t Central China, from the Pacific to 
Thibet. 

Sometimes lhe husbandman finds a tree which the insects 
themselves have reached, but the usual practice is to stock 
them, which is effected in spring with the nests of the in
sect. These are about the size of a fowl's head, and are re
move<l by cutting off a portion of the branch by which they 
are attached, leaving an inch each side of the nest. The 
sticks with the adhering nests are soaked in unhusked rice 
water for a quarter of an hour, when they may be separated. 
When the weather is damp or cool, they may be preserved 
for a week; but, if warm. they are to be tied to the branch
es of the tree to be stocked without delay, being first folded 
between leaves. By some, the nests are probed out of their 
seats in the bark of the tree without removing the branches. 
At this period they are particularly exposed to the at tacks 
of birds, and require watching. 

In a few days after being tied to the tree, the nests swell, 
and innumerable white insects the size of nits emerge and 
spread themselves on the branches of the tree, but soon 
with one accord descend towards the ground, where, if th<lY 
find any grass, they take up their quarters. To prevent this, 
the ground beneath it is kep� bare, rare bei.ng taken also 
that their implacable enemies, the ants, have no access to 
the tree. Finding no congenial resting place below, they 
reascend and fix themselves to the lower surface of the 
leaves, where they remain several days, when they repair to 
the branches, perforating the bark to feed on the flu ld with
in. From nits, they attain the size of lice; and having com
pared it to this, the most familiar to them of all insects, our 
Chines .. authors deem further description superfluous. Early 
in June, they give to the trees the appearance of hoar frost, 
being changed into wax. Soon afteT this, they are scrap€d 
off, being previously sprinkled with water. If the gathering 
be deferred till August, they adhere too firmly to be easily 
removed. Those which are suffered to remain to stock trees 
the ensuing year secrete a purplish envelope about the last 
of August, which at first is no larger than a grain of rice; 
but, as incubation proceeds, it expands and becomes as large 
as a fowl's head, when the nests are transferred, in Spring, to 
other trees, one or more of each, according to their size and 
vigor, in the mltnner already described. In being scraped 
from the tref's, the crude materialis freed from its impurities, 
probably the skeletons of the insects, by spreading it on a 
strainer, covering a cylindrical vessel, which is placed in a 
cauldron of boiling water; the wax is retained in the former 
vessel, and, on congealing, is ready for market. The pel-lal. 
or white wax, in its chemical properties, is analogous to pu
rified beeswax and also spermaceti, but differing from botb, 
being' in my opinion an article perfectly sui generis. It is 
perfectly white, translucent, shining, not unctuous to the 
touch, inodorous, insipid, crumbles into a dry, inadhesive 
powder between the teeth, with a fibrous texture resembling 
felspar ; melt!! at tOOO Fahr.; insoluble in water; di�60lves 
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